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I. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Overview
Value Stream Mapping has the reputation of uncovering waste in manufacturing, production and business
processes by identifying and removing or streamlining non-value-adding steps. A flow diagram showing the
process is drawn to reflect the current state of the operation. The non-value actions are identified in each step
and between each step by their waste of time and resources. The process is analysed for opportunity to
drastically reduce and simplify it to the fewest actions necessary. By reducing wastefulness the proportion of
value adding time in the whole process rises and the process throughput speed is increased [27]. This makes the
redesigned process more effective (the right things are being done) and more efficient (needing fewer
resources). The reengineered process is flow charted in its future state with process steps and information flows
redesigned, simplified and made less expensive.

What is Value Stream Mapping?
The use of Value Stream Mapping (VSM) has been attributed to the cause of much of the success that Toyota of
Japan has had since the 1980‟s1. Developed during the work conducted by Taiichi Ohno at Toyota in the 1960‟s
and 70„s, at its basic level VSM is a systematic methodology to identify wasted time and actions in a
manufacturing process. In more recent times VSM it has been used to re-engineer businesses because it
identifies unnecessary effort and resources to permit simplification and streamlining of operations processes. In
Taiichi Ohno‟s words - “All we are doing is looking at the time line from the moment the customer gives us an
order to the point when we collect the cash. And we are reducing that time line by removing the non-valueadded wastes.” (Ohno, 1988) It is useful to explain the meaning of several key concepts used in VSM. These
are: what is meant by a process, what waste is, what is meant by „flow‟, what constitutes value-adding, along
with what is needless non-value-adding and what is necessary non-value-adding. A process is a series of activity
steps that move inventory from one step to the next to transform it into the intended output, as shown in Figure
1. The output could be a physical item or a service. A process can be any type or size and cover any period of
time. Each step in a process also consists of processes within the step. VSM is used to investigate processes to
identify improvement opportunities lying in their wastefulness and lack of fluidity.[31]
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Waste is one of the seven wastes identified by Toyota. These are:
1. Overproduction: Producing items for which there are no orders.
2. Waiting Time: Employees standing about. Inventory at stand-still.
3. Unnecessary Transport: Moving material unnecessarily or long distances.
4. Over-processing: Using more steps to produce a product than necessary.
5. Excess Inventory: Retaining unnecessary inventory between process steps.
6. Unnecessary Movement: Any wasted motion by man or machine.
7. Defect: Making incorrect product.
Flow is the continuous movement of inventory from step to step in a smooth, steady pattern and level rate.[38]
Toyota says that when the process is right production „flows like water‟. Value is from the customer‟s
perspective, the customer being the person who uses the output. Value-adding actions and resources are those
which create value for the customer. Non-value-adding is everything done in the process which contributes no
value for the customer but which they are forced to pay for when they buy the product or service. Figures 2 and
3 shows a situation in a truck chassis assembly process where value is added and lost for the customer.
Necessary non-value-adding are those actions in a process that must be done to make the product but create no
value for the customer. Unnecessary non-value-adding is removed and necessary non-value-adding is minimised
to the least possible.
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Value Stream Mapping Methodology
In VSM we follow a process from start to finish monitoring and measuring what happens within, and between,
each process step. For each process step we record the variety of resources used in the step, the amount of their
usage and the range of times each resource is in use as a block of information specific to that step. The measured
variables are collected together in a „variable block‟ as shown in Figure 4. Note the spread, or variation, of the
variables is recorded and not just the average. The presence of variability offers great opportunity for
improvement[31].

From the information collected during data gathering the process is drawn as a flow diagram showing the times
and resources used at each step and the time delay between each step. This diagram is called the „current state
map‟, an example is shown in Figure 8. The „current state map‟ of Figure 8 is the straight bar manufacturing
process for steel reinforcing bar used in strengthening concrete structures. Bundles of straight steel bar are offloaded from trucks into storage racks and wait to be cut. When bar of a particular diameter is needed the steel is
taken to the cutting machine. It is then conveyed and fed into the collection pockets. Once the required numbers
of steel bars are in the pocket they are wire-wrapped together into a bundle to stop bars sliding about for reasons
of safety and ease of moving. The bundle is then removed from the pocket and stored in a rack until loaded on a
truck to be taken to the construction site early each working day morning. Figure 8 shows the use of „variable
blocks‟ to capture relevant information about each step. Inventory movements between steps are identified by
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the „I‟ inside a triangle. Under the triangle is noted the range of times (quickest, average, longest) the inventory
can take to be moved. A visualisation of the location of value-add and non-value-add steps is presented as a line
across the bottom of the page which jumps up during a value-adding step and stays low for all other times. The
current state map is scrutinised step by step to identify which of the functions and actions performed in the
step/process add „customer-value‟ and which do not.
The non-value-adding actions and resources are analysed to find where they can be minimised through timesaving and cost-saving improvements [36]. A secondary benefit of timing the process steps and measuring the
rate of throughput is identification of the bottleneck step(s). The bottlenecks can be redesigned to lift their
capacity and so increase the output rate of the whole process. The reengineered process is drawn on a new flow
chart known as the „future state map‟. It shows all the steps and information flows in a redesigned, simplified
and more efficient process. A basic future state map block diagram for the bar cutting process is shown in
Figure 10.

Investigation
VSM requires spending time in the workplace recording the details of people, product, equipment and
information movements. It is necessary to record and time the range of variables that occur in each process step
during the operation. It also requires viewing written records related to the process in order to record dates,
quantities, delays, stoppages, breakdowns, operating decisions, absentees, etc that impacted on the performance
of the operation during the period being analysed [36]. The believability of the analysis is only as good as its
completeness of its content and the truthfulness and honesty it contains. When there are provable facts extracted
from documented evidence and recorded site observation there can be belief in the findings from the
investigation.
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Analysis
The worth of VSM becomes self-evident during the analysis phase. Once a business or manufacturing process is
drawn as a series of steps and described in numerical terms, the inherent oddities and inconsistencies become
evident. The first analysis performed is to compute a ratio of total customer-value-adding time to total process
time to see how customer-effective is the process. Often this figure is in the single digits. A low customer-valueadding ratio indicates a process design without the customer‟s wishes being considered. The fortunate aspect of
non-customer-oriented processes is the great scope offered to cut big amounts of waste and cost from them.
Other important factors to identify during the analysis are the variability between good and poor performance in
each of the process steps and the time that inventory is standing still between steps. Poor inventory speed is an
indicator of too much work-in-progress not levelled to the bottleneck rate. Variability indicates inconsistent and
uncoordinated practices which need to be streamlined and proceduralised. The good aspect of variability is that
without spending money improvements are made by discovering what causes the good and the poor
performance and changing practices and procedures to do more of the good, and less of the poor. Numerous
simple statistical techniques are available to analyse the data produced during the investigation. Scatter plots,
Pareto charts, pie diagrams, cause and effect diagrams and the like are easy tools and methods to apply in
analysing data for its hidden information. The problems identified in the process are quantified in terms of the
costs and customer-non-value-adding time they take. By giving a money value to the waste and the non-value
we have a powerful business motivator to make changes[14].

Identifying Improvements
Opportunities for improvement readily present themselves as the analysis is conducted. When developing
proposals it is ideal if that the users of the process are included in identifying the solutions so they take
ownership for the future implementation. During the analysis simplifications in process steps are identified,
procedural changes to stop wasted actions show themselves, and equipment and process modifications needed to
increase throughput rates become evident. The selected improvements are included in the redesigned „future
state map‟ of the process.
Identifying less obvious improvements is helped by simplify the process into function blocks with single word
function descriptors as shown above the variable blocks in Figure 9. By taking the process back to its most basic
components it is possible to redesign the process by removing, combining and overlaying its basic functions to
arrive at a simplified and higher customer-value-added operation. Figure 10 shows the steel bar cutting process
with increased value-added and inventory speed achieved by halving the early morning deliveries and
introducing a second late morning delivery so that the finished steel did not sit in storage a second time after
manufacture. A further benefit was 5-6 hours of labour saving[45].
Identifying less obvious improvements is helped by simplify the process into function blocks with single word
function descriptors as shown above the variable blocks in Figure 9. By taking the process back to its most basic
components it is possible to redesign the process by removing, combining and overlaying its basic functions to
arrive at a simplified and higher customer-value-added operation. Figure 10 shows the steel bar cutting process
with increased value-added and inventory speed achieved by halving the early morning deliveries and
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introducing a second late morning delivery so that the finished steel did not sit in storage a second time after
manufacture. A further benefit was 5-6 hours of labour saving.
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW
K. Venkataraman, B.Vijaya Ramnath , V.Muthu Kumar , C.Elanchezhian [1] discussed that Lean
manufacturing initiative is being followed by various organizations in the recent years which mainly focuses on
improving the efficiency of operations by eliminating and reducing wastes. They aimed to explain the
implementation of lean manufacturing techniques in the manufacturing system . The objective of the case
industry was to increase the export sales. Lean manufacturing system was selected to meet the company‟s
quality, cost and delivery targets.
Rahani AR, Muhammad al-Ashraf [2] layed emphasis on „Lean‟‟ approach which has been applied more than
frequent in many manufacturing management floors over these few decades. Started in the automotive industry,
sequential improvement initiatives were implemented to enhance the manufacturing practice changes. Value
Stream Mapping (VSM) is one of the key lean tools used to identify the opportunities for various lean
techniques. The contrast of the before and after the LP initiatives in determine managers potential benefits such
as reduced production lead-time and lower work-in-process inventory. As VSM involves in all of the process
steps, both value added and non-value added, are analyzed and using VSM as a visual tool to help see the
hidden waste and sources of waste. A Current State Map is drawn to document how things actually operated on
the production floor. Then, a Future State Map is developed to design a lean process flow through the
elimination of the root causes of waste and through process improvements. An Implementation Plan then outline
details of the steps needed to support the LP objectives.
Benjamin Haefner, Alexandra Kraemer, Torsten Stauss, Gisela Lanza [3] put a light on Companies in the
manufacturing industry today are faced with increasing challenges with respect to cost effectiveness, lead time
and quality of the production system. Dealing with these contradictory goals, an important task is the selection
of suitable solutions for the integration of inspection processes within the process chain, which are necessary to
ensure the required production quality. For this, supportive and easily applicable planning techniques are
required to analyze and design the configuration of a respective process chain. Value Stream Mapping (VSM) is
a state of the art tool which is very often used for this by professionals. It, however, is not capable of addressing
the issue of a suitable integration of testing processes within the process chain. Yet, this provides valuable
potential to facilitate the identification of effective testing equipment, testing strategies and quality control
loops. Therefore, in this article an innovative approach called Quality Value Stream Mapping (QVSM) is
presented. Based on the design elements of VSM, it provides a suitable tool for the visualization, analysis and
design of quality assurance measures within process chains in manufacturing. The implementation of the
developed approach is exemplarily shown for a complex value chain of a manufacturer in the electronic
industry.
Peter Hines, Nick Rich and Ann Esain [4] here describes the application of a new variant of process
benchmarking called value stream mapping to the development of a supplier network around a prominent
distributor of electronic, electrical and mechanical components. This involved mapping the activities of the firm,
identifying opportunities for improvement and then undertaking with the firm an improvement programme. The
resulting supplier association programme involved around 50 key suppliers across eight product category areas.
The paper explores the different methods employed together with the support structure that was created. It
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concludes with evidence of the early results of the programmes as well as a number of key learning points for
other organisations wishing to follow a similar path.
Stephen L. Woehrle, Louay Abou-Shady [5], emphasized on Lean has proven to be an effective management
philosophy for improving businesses in a competitive market by eliminating waste and improving operations.
An impact of implementing lean projects is the rapid reduction in inventory levels, which gives management the
false impression that profits are decreasing while workers on the shop floor observe improvements in operations
and increased floor space. This paper explores the literature on lean manufacturing, value stream mapping
(VSM), Simulation and lean accounting in order to incorporate and integrate them for the purpose of solving the
dilemma between lean implementation benefits and financial and accounting reporting methods
Ulf K.Teichgräber, MaximiliandeBucourt [6] here tells about interventional radiology services by applying
value stream mapping(VSM).Materials and methods: The Lean manufacturing technique was used to analyze
the

process
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material

and

information

flow

currently

required

to

direct

endovascularstents from external suppliers to patients. Based on a decision point analysis forth eprocurement of
stents in the hospital, a present state VSM was drawn. After assessment of the current status VSM and
progressive elimination of unnecessary NVA waste, a future state VSM was drawn.
Clifford S. Barber and Brian C. Tietje [7] told us that Lean thinking has become pervasive in manufacturing,
but its use in sales remains exploratory. In this paper, he demonstrate the sales application of an essential tool
for lean management called value stream mapping. We conceptualize sales as a process in which a buyer and
seller jointly participate in creating value, and using a case study, we demonstrate how this process can be
mapped and analyzed. Finally, we discuss opportunities and challenges for future research, particularly the
importance of customer-centric value metrics.
Haitao Yu; Tarry Tweed; Mohamed Al-Hussein; and Reza Nasseri [8] told us that Lean construction has
recently attracted considerable attention in the home building industry. Lengthy delivery time and
significant waste in the construction process have caused many home builders to seek a more effective
production model that will increase process reliability, reduce total lead time, and improve quality. However,
although housing construction provides the closest analogy to manufacturing, a high level of variability prevents
the direct transplantation of lean paradigm and techniques. In collaboration with a local home builder, a
systematic approach based on value stream mapping technique is developed in this research to analyze the
current process and to formulate a lean production model. The model has four main features: synchronized firstin, first-out lane-based flow, production leveling at pacemaker, work restructuring, and improved operation
reliability. A simulation template is built to verify the model and to
assist in the development of interim implementation models. This paper presents data collection and value
stream selection, current practice analysis, and specific changes proposed for the lean production model.
Satish Tyagi a,n, AlokChoudhary b, XianmingCai c, KaiYang [9] told us that Product development(PD) is a
broad field of endeavor dealing with the planning ,design, creation, and marketing of a new product. This
revolutionary research domain has become of paramount importance to beat the competition for multi
disciplinary products which are larger in size and have a longer development time. The main focus of this article
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is to exploit lean thinking concepts in order to manage, improve and develop the product faster while improving
or atleast maintaining the level of performance and quality.
S. S. Abuthakeer, P.V. Mohanram ,G. Mohan Kumar [10] here attempts to integrate Value Stream Map
(VSM) with the cost aspects. A value stream map provides a blueprint for implementing lean manufacturing
concepts by illustrating information and materials flow in a value stream. The objective of
the present work is to integrate the various cost aspects. The idea is to introduce a cost line, which enhances the
clarity in decision making. The redesigned map proves to be effective in highlighting the improvement areas, in
terms of quantitative data. TAKT time calculation is carried out to set the pace of
production. Target cost is set as a bench mark for product cost. The results of the study indicates that
implementing VSM led to reduction in the following areas: processing lead time by 34%, processing cycle time
was reduced by 35%, Inventory level by 66% and product cost from Rs 137 to Rs 125. It was found that
adopting VSM in a small scale industry can make significant improvements.
V. Ramesh1*, K.V. Sreenivasa Prasad, T.R. Srinivas[11] also stressed Value Stream Mapping technique
involves flowcharting the steps, activities, material flows, communications, and other process elements that are
involved with a process or transformation. In this respect, Value stream mapping helps an organization to
identify the non-value-adding elements in a targeted process and brings a product or a group of products that use
the same resources through the main flows, from raw material to the arms of customers. In this study, a practical
study carried out in a manufacturing industry for the manufacture of Machining center is discussed. The main
aim was to draw the current state value stream mapping for the main components like Base, Column, Cross
Slide, Milling Head and Table. Further, the paper has identified some of the processes which can be carried out
by the sub contractor and suggested measures to be taken up by the higher level management in reducing the
non value added process. It discusses the reduction in the set up time and cycle time that can be obtained
through the implementation. This paper also discusses the plan of action for improving the Future State Value
Stream Mapping (FVSM). A FVSM for the manufacture of Base is drawn. It was observed that, due to
enormous potential in the lean manufacturing tools, value stream mapping study was carried out in a medium
scale industry for the manufacture of machining center.
R.Sundar, A.N.Balaji, R.M.SatheeshKumar [12], told us that the concept of lean manufacturing was
developed for maximizing the resource utilization through minimization of waste, later on lean was formulated
in response to the fluctuating and competitive business environment. Due to rapidly changing business
environment the organizations are forced to face challenges and complexities. Any organization whether
manufacturing or service oriented to survive may ultimately depend on its ability to systematically and
continuously respond to these changes for enhancing the product value. Therefore value adding process is
necessary to achieve this perfection; hence implementing a lean manufacturing system is becoming a core
competency for any type of organizations to sustain. The majority of the study focuses on single aspect of lean
element, only very few focuses on more than one aspect of lean elements, but for the successful implementation
of lean the organisation had to focuses on all the aspects such as Value Stream Mapping (VSM),Cellular
Manufacturing (CM), U-line system, Line Balancing, Inventory control, Single Minute Exchange of Dies
(SMED), Pull System, Kanban, Production Levelling etc., In this paper, an attempt has been made to develop a
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lean route map for the organization to implement the lean manufacturing system. Analyses of the exploratory
survey results are summarized in this paper to illustrate the implementation sequence of lean elements in volatile
business environment and the finding of this review was synthesized to develop a unified theory for
implementation of lean elements.
Fawaz A. Abdulmalek, Jayant Rajgopal [13] told us that the lean approach has been applied more frequently
in discrete manufacturing than in the continuous/process sector, mainly because of several perceived barriers in
the latter environment that have caused managers to be reluctant to make the required commitment. We describe
a case where lean principles were adapted for the process sector for application at a large integrated steel mill.
Value stream mapping was the main tool used to identify the opportunities for various lean techniques. We also
describe a simulation model that was developed to contrast the „„before‟‟ and „„after‟‟ scenarios in detail, in
order to illustrate to managers potential benefits such as reduced production lead-time and lower work-inprocess inventory.
Bhim Singh and S.K. Sharma[14], explained how value stream mapping (VSM) is helpful in lean
implementation and to develop the road map to tackle improvement areas to bridge the gap between the existing
state and the proposed state of a manufacturing firm. Design/methodology/approach – Through this case study,
the existing stage of manufacturing is mapped with the help of VSM process symbols and the biggest
improvement areas like excessive WIP, lead time, cycle time, are identified. Some modifications in current state
map are suggested and with these modifications future state map is prepared. Further TAKT time is calculated
to set the pace of production processes.
Petter Solding, Per Gullander [15], told us that traditionally Value Stream Mapping (VSM) is used for quick
analyses of product flows through a manufacturing system, from raw material to delivery. Discrete Event
Simulation (DES) is often used for analyses of complex manufacturing systems with several products and a
complex planning. These two methods have similarities but also differences. This paper presents a concept for
creating dynamic value stream maps of a system using simulation. Creating dynamic value stream maps makes
it possible to analyze more complex systems than traditional VSMs are able to and still visualize the results in a
language the Lean coordinators recognize. The value stream map is presented in an spread sheet that can be
altered in the way the team wants. Some standard icons are predefined, based on traditional VSM icons. One or
more products can be visualized at the same time and simulation runs and results compared immediately,
helping choosing the best solution.

III. RESEARCH GAP
It was observed from CVSM that the value added time was more. By carrying out interviews with the managers,
engineers and workers, it can be proposed to reduce cycle time and improve the process of manufacture. A
CVSM was drawn for all the processes as it was one of the main objectives of this VSM and the reasons for
increase in cycle & reduced set up time need to be identified. The suggestions are FVSM for improving the
value added time by reducing the cycle time and the set up time.
Applications of lean manufacturing have been less common in the govt sector, because of the lack of
documented applications, this has caused managers to be reluctant to commit to the improvement program.
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Simulation can be considered an effective tool to be used for demonstration, for financial and accounting
executives who are distant from the shop floor due to geographic location constraints.

IV. CONCLUSION
The developed method of Quality Value Stream Mapping is capable of systematically visualizing, analyzing and
optimizing multistage manufacturing processes from a quality assurance viewpoint. The procedure model
consists of four consecutive phases: preparation, quality value stream analysis, quality value stream design and
implementation. The method enables the visualization of inspection processes,
quality key indicators and quality control loops within the process flow.
To develop simulation software that can be broadcast online for organizations having international locations.
Simulation can be considered an effective tool to be used for demonstration, for financial and accounting
executives who are distant from the shop floor due to geographic location constraints.
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